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The elixir of life, also known as elixir of immortality and sometimes equated with the philosopher's stone, is a
potion that supposedly grants the drinker eternal life and/or eternal youth.This elixir was also said to cure all
diseases. Alchemists in various ages and cultures sought the means of formulating the elixir.
Elixir of life - Wikipedia
Chinese alchemy is an ancient Chinese scientific and technological approach to alchemy, a part of the larger
tradition of Taoist body-spirit cultivation developed from the traditional Chinese understanding of medicine
and the body. According to original texts such as the Cantong qi, the body is understood as the focus of
cosmological processes summarized in the five agents, or wu xing, the ...
Chinese alchemy - Wikipedia
Taoist alchemy has a history of more than two thousand years, recorded from the 2nd century BCE to the
present day. Its two main branches, known as Waidan, or External Alchemy (lit., "external elixir"), and
Neidan, or Internal Alchemy (lit., "internal elixir"), partly share their doctrinal foundations but differ in the
respective practices.
Taoist Alchemy: Neidan and Waidan - The Golden Elixir
You may have heard of the golden apples of Greek myth, but do you know of the Chinese Peaches of
Immortality? These sacred fruits have become symbols that continue to hold significance at yearly
celebrations even today.
Reserved for the Gods: Only Two Humans Have Tasted the
The Book of Tea by Kakuzo Okakura i. The Cup of Humanity Tea began as a medicine and grew into a
beverage. In China, in the eighth century, it entered the realm of poetry as one of the polite
The Book of Tea by Kakuzo Okakura - cdn.preterhuman.net
Chinese Luopan ç¾…ç›¤ Feng Shui compass, modern. Japanese Rikujinshikiban å…-å£¬å¼•ç›¤ 21st
Century, Museum of Kyoto. T he Luopan is a cosmographic magnetic compass that allows Feng Shui
practitioners to regulate the calendar, identify good/bad influences, and determine precise directions.. The
shikiban å¼•ç›¤ is a circular cosmographic divination board used with divination methods called ...
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